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Tip 1: Learning Log- students have a dedicated notebook or folder
for recording the date and 1-3 most important things they learned that
day.
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Tip 2: After reading a story students make a visual map of the storya sketch for the beginning, middle, and end or more for each
important scene.
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Tip 3: Before study of a new topic students write what they know on
a post-it & put on wall. After studying topic agree/disagree with postits.
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Tip 4: Student dictates a sentence to you about their life/what they
read; cut it into words, mix, and student rearranges in correct order.
Tip 5: Make a dialogue journal between teacher and student or an
ESL student & native English speaker. Give a daily topic or question.
Tip 6: Using a topic students know, create some text about it with
words missing. Helps with prediction and you assess comprehension
level.
Tip 7: At the beginning of class students review current weather and
tomorrow's forecast to practice present and future tense and
conversation.
Tip 8: When modeling writing, reading, a science experiment, etc.,
think aloud. Talk out-loud about your thought process so students
know it.
Tip 9: Select important ideas or concepts in the text about to be read.
Discuss and list predictions, read, and verify or refute predictions.
Tip 10: Make cards with content vocabulary and descriptive words.
Use 2 string circles to make a Venn Diagram and have groups talk
and arrange words.
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